
We’re not in the habit of making overblown claims about the impact
of technology, believing that people basically don’t change much.
But we’re making an exception for the rise of what everyone is
calling “social media” or Web 2.0. Something important is changing
radically as a result of the growing use of social tools like Twitter.
And we know at least one revolutionary who would reluctantly agree
with us — Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, uneasy leader of Iran’s
revolutionary government.

STORYLISTENING
THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA:

Using Narrative Techniques to Create, Measure
and Optimize Social Media Programs That Ignite
Meaningful Consumer Conversations



ocial media is communication,
supercharged. It’s the world
thinking out loud. Everyone
is publishing their thoughts
about…everything.

There’s a conversation going
on right now about your brand.

Are you a part of it?

S



THE HISTORY OF COMMUNICATION

A story of democratization.
• From serving rulers…to serving everyone

• From one-way ONLY…to every-which-way

• From professionals…to amateurs

TODAY, EVERY HUMAN BEING
AND EVERY ORGANIZATION IS
(POTENTIALLY) A GLOBAL PUBLISHER.



Any time people willingly
put elements of their
private lives in a public
setting, inviting comments
and other interaction,
that’s social media. It’s
been around for years.

SO... social media is not new?



30,000 BC cave art
The first social media, arguably, was cave art. Archeologist David Lewis-Williams, author of
two very influential studies of Paleolithic and Neolithic rock art, says the paintings were created in
social rituals and established the first community power relationships. The few who could “summon
these images to cave walls became the priest-shaman leaders of their social groups. They controlled
the ability to publish some 30 to 40 millennia ago.



4,000 BC the age of the scribe As literacy developed in ancient cultures, all publishing was
still controlled by priests and rulers who employed scribes to
painstakingly tell socially important stories.



1456 AD
the age of many copies

Gutenberg certainly fomented a revolution in the mid-15th century—a revolution of reading.

Publishing was still tightly controlled, but now copies were easier to come by and the ability to

receive what was published expanded exponentially. The result was the rise of literate, activist

middle classes composed of artisans, merchants and other non-aristocrats.



1920s broadcasting
to the masses

With the invention of radio and, soon after, TV, the masses could

receive the world’s information. But the people were still just listenin

and moneyed elites (governments and corporations) still controlled

virtually all broadcasting and publishing.



1990s military & academia

publish to one another

Even when the Internet emerged in the early 1990s, it was seen as a
restricted technology to enable select groups—such as the military a
academia—to publish and interact among themselves.



2006 anyone broadcasts But when the World Wide Web became widely available in 1994, hackers and other
obscure tech geeks launched all kinds of platforms for personal publishing and massive
interaction—LISTSERV email groups, chat rooms, bulletin boards, online communities
and much more. Blogs took off in the late 1990s. The arrival of Facebook in 2003 and
Twitter in 2006 meant virtually anyone could be a global publisher for free.



THE EVOLUTION OF PUBLISHING

DAWN OF POLITICS
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Here Comes
Everybody

Clay Shirky

“THE FUTURE PRESENTED
  BY THE INTERNET IS THE
  MASS AMATEURIZATION

  OF PUBLISHING…”

Clay Shirky’s influential 2008 book begins with a now-famous anecdote that tells how a lone Brooklyn blogger used
social media to involve millions of people in shaming the New York City Police Department into taking action to
recover a bride-to-be’s stolen cell phone. This anecdote underscores the power of social media and shows how
different things really are when anyone has the ability to reach a larger audience than prime-time TV can.



his permanently alters power

relationships. Individuals now

have as much publishing

power as big corporations.

So big corporations are just one

more voice among millions.

T



is changing.

 AUDIENCE

The audience, in effect, has taken the stag



People are INFORMED, OPINIONATED, and COMMUNICATING. Relentlessly.

THE CROWD THAT LISTENS
—politely, patiently, credulously—

HAS DISPERSED FOREVER.



is universal.

       INFLUENCE

Every man is a mob.



Isn’t it time you got to know them?

YOUR BRAND PERCEPTION
IS NOW IN THE HANDS OF
AN ARMY OF STRANGERS.



is not the solutio

       TRAFFIC

Neither are eyeball

Talking to just anybody isn’t what marketing is about anymore.
Brands need to know the influences of their audiences and the
relevance of what others are publishing/saying about them.



What if you could NURTURE A COMMUNITY around what you do, instead?

ARE YOU STILL IN THE
BUSINESS OF DETAINING
THE UNINTERESTED? Why?



YOUR BRAND IS ALREADY UNDER DISCUSSION.

Your choice is whether or not to join in.

Engagement can be beneficial.
Wise conversation curation can transform an ebbing sea of increasingly inattentive

“consumers” into a thriving, engaged, interacting “community.”

But it introduces unpredictable risks.
What the wired world wants is honesty, unguardedness, apologies, freebies. These are

difficult propositions for liability-conscious corporate entities to entertain.

Your lawyers may not be happy. And nobody likes to

make lawyers unhappy.
But this is the kind of relationship people want with brands now…and that means,

increasingly, this is how business is going to get done.



Kogi Korean BBQ

The Kogi taco truck delivers gourmet tacos to L.A.

denizens every night. Where will the Kogi truck be

each night? Only Twitter users know for sure.

Prevented by local police from staying parked in one location, the Kogi team used Twitter during the

night to tweet out each next location to hungry customers—even warning of traffic delays.

“EAGLE ROCK SCHEDULED AT 10. DRESS WARM EAGLE ROCK! 6:18 PM APR 4TH”

“TRAFFIC ON 110. BE @ EAGLE ROCK ETA 15 MIN 10:01 PM APR 4TH”

Pretty soon, customers found they had to be on Twitter to find out where to get the juicy $2 tacos with

the tangy kick. Once the message was sent, Kogi found hundreds of people waiting for them at the

next stop. Twitter also fit in perfectly with the street culture vibe the company was trying to establish,

affectionately known as “Kogi culture.”

Results: When Kogi first started, about 10 people would show up at a stop. Today, Kogi rules the

night, serving as many as 300 to 800 people per stop at multiple locations around Los Angeles. Twitter

helped build Kogi’s success as a company; @kogibbq has more than 22,000 followers.

CASE STUDY: BUILDING COMMUNITY



CASE STUDY: CUSTOMER SERVICE

Comcast Cable
Hoping to improve customer relations, Comcast

promoted Frank Eliason to engage customers

through social media. Eliason is now a rock star.

In early 2008, Frank Eliason created the Twitter address @ComcastCares and began interacting with

customers in messages of 140 characters. Eliason would regularly scour the Twitter landscape looking

to help customers, from checking on a service outage to tracking down billing problems. He also made

time to simply tweet, “Hi, this is Frank from Comcast. How can I help?” and leave the next step up to

the customer. Word quickly spread that Frank was an invaluable resource.

Results: Today, Comcast is widely regarded as having the most successful customer service operation

in social media and on the web. Over the past year, Comcast has handled more than 21,000 customer

service requests through social media. Eliason has become something of a social media superstar,

and has been featured in blogs and national business media, such as the Wall Street Journal.



CASE STUDY: DIRECT SALES

Dell Computers
When Dell Outlet employees first discovered

Twitter two years ago, they didn’t think much of

it. But one employee saw promise.

Ricardo Guerrero decided the medium was perfect for posting quick links and messages about

inventory as it rolled in. In March 2007, Dell Outlet created @DellOutlet and began posting messages

and links to products online, including an expiration date on its deals, to create a sense of urgency.

30% OFF ANY OUTLET XPS ONE ALL-IN-ONE PC! ENTER CODE AT CHECKOUT:
NPZ2DD16C20BCR - HTTP://TINYURL.COM/6Z8F3S - EXPIRES 10/21 11:53 AM
OCT 20TH, 2008

Results: In November 2008, Dell announced that it had made $500,000 through its Dell Outlet Twitter

feed. One month later, Dell tweeted that it had surpassed the $1 million mark. The whole industry took

notice—it was the first real example of someone monetizing Twitter. When Dell announced in early

February it would start offering exclusive deals via Twitter, @DellOutlet’s Twitter followers

exploded, from 8,000 followers to half a million.

Details of money generated through the feed are no longer public. : )



it’s HAPPENING AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT
and it’s only just begun to evolve.

SOCIAL MEDIA EMBRACES

THE NEXT.
Today’s social media includes everyone,
spans all platforms and devices, allows
complex multimedia, and encourages infinite
regrouping and identity switching.



Now that consumers are talking to one
another, traditional advertising is doomed.
In a world where everything’s opt-in…

…Adjacency is ignored.

…Interruption generates hostility.

…And bad news travels very, very fast.

EVERYTHING.
AND IT THREATENS TO WRECK



BUT GOOD NEWS CAN TRAVEL FAST, TOO.

Suddenly, you can know EVERYTHING.
• How people really feel about your brand, your company—even you.

• Whose opinions matter most to your customers.

• What motivates them, inspires them, frustrates them.

You can directly engage any person or group.
• Not a representative “polling sample”—all of them.

• You can reach them at home, at work, in their cars, on the beach.

• Join in as much or as little as you like, at any time.

You can change the conversation.
• You can boost the positive and deal with the negative.

• Correct misinformation before it spreads.

• Tell YOUR story and make it the definitive version.



NOW THAT YOU HAVE TO.

DON’T BE A TRAFFIC COP—
ENGAGE YOUR COMMUNITY.

HERE’S HOW TO REAP THE
BENEFITS OF TALKING DIRECTLY
TO ALL OF YOUR CUSTOMERS



DISTILL YOUR OWN
SPECIFIC, ONGOING,
MULTICHANNEL,

DISTRIBUTED
CONVERSATION
FROM THE SEA OF
IRRELEVANT
CHATTER.

Find the signal in the noise...

STEP 1: LISTEN.
CAREFULLY.



IT’S A JUNGLE
OUT THERE...

AND EACH PLATFORM
HAS A SOUL.



Take TWITTER for
example: 55% FEMALE
68% age 35-64
and GROWING FAST.

PERFECT FOR:
BROAD, QUICK
DISTRIBUTION

OF SIMPLE IDEAS.

BAD FOR:
REACHING KIDS,
SEEDING DEEP
ASSOCIATIONS.

1,374%
growth year-over-year



HERE’S HOW TO DISTILL YOUR CONVERSATION
from all the relevant thought streams.

Listen in all the right places.
• Social media platforms can be segregated by topic type, media delivery, demo

served, and other factors. Choose a set relevant to your needs and budget.

Time your listening “runs” with off-line events, like before and after

a product launch.

Choose your words carefully.
• Choose search terms for your brand, your company, your product type, and

whatever else is appropriate—your competitors’ names? Your critics?

Gather a statistically significant sample. Then stop.
• To normalize your results, sample at different times of day, week, season.

People are generally more positive about tequila at midnight on Saturday

than at 9 AM on Monday.



And now you have…

A current,
detailed
multichannel
recording
of the
conversation
going on
right now
about your
brand.



STEP 2: ANALYZE
WHAT YOU HEARD.

INFER OPINIONS
FROM COMMENTS
YOU’VE GATHERED,

AND CORRAL OFF
DEFINED GROUPS
YOU CAN ADDRESS
WITH SPECIFIC
STRATEGIES.

And figure out who’s doing the talking.



COMMENTS AREN’T IMPORTANT—
the people behind them are important.

To divide your audience into addressable segments, start by
focusing on one metric, like favorability or awareness.

For example, to measure how favorable people are generally
about your brand, you might first divide the voices into:

YOUR FANATICS
YOUR FRIENDS
YOUR ACQUAINTANCES
YOUR FOES
YOUR FIENDS



THE FORCE MULTIPLIER IS INFLUENCE.

The more powerful a speaker,
the farther his voice carries.
For better or for worse.

When jujubelover2509 says he hates your brand,
how many people hear him? And do his
people tell THEIR people?



Influence can’t be inferred from comments—
You HAVE TO INVESTIGATE.

But it’s not that hard. Across social media platforms, clicking on

a name generally takes you to the speaker’s home base, where

you can see at a glance how many friends/followers he has.

This provides only a rough measure of influence—the followers

of his followers are also important, and whether they are passive

or active, and so on.

But it’s a quick start, and more detailed influence algorithms are

available. It’s absolutely worth the trouble: In a retweeting world,

the audience of your audience is your audience.



And now you can start to visualize

YOUR BRAND’S CONVERSATION.

INFLUENCE

HISTORYSENTIMENT



And now you have…

A complex
understanding
of your brand
perception as
it exists right
now, including
the sentiments
and influence
of everyone
currently
talking about
you.



USE WHAT YOU’VE
LEARNED ABOUT
YOUR AUDIENCE
TO CAUTIOUSLY,
DIRECTEDLY,

EFFICIENTLY
AFFECT THE
CONVERSATION.

Time to engage…wisely.

STEP 3: JOIN IN
AND SPEAK UP.



IMPORTANT! Before everyone starts rowing,

choose a direction.

Know your brand story inside and out.
• What do your customers, employees and competitors think you’re all about?

• What do you WANT them to think you’re all about?

Express your brand in a simple encapsulating phrase.
• This will be a “perception goal” your efforts should aim toward.

• It’s much harder than it looks. Would everyone in your org agree on the

phrase that comes to YOUR mind? They usually don’t.

For our clients, we call this the Story Platform.
• It’s complicated to get this right. But if it’s authentic, the payoff is tremendous.

• It anchors creative and other efforts with the brand truth.

• Now all your company’s rowers are aiming for the same point.



THE TERMS OF ENDEARMENT

You can’t be in charge.
• But you can have a central position.

• After all, you have access, and details, and assets to share.

• This insider input will be welcomed, albeit warily.

You can’t suppress dissent.
• But you can engage dissenters, directly and individually.

• You can be a part of the conversation.

• You can give them reasons to change their minds.

You can’t make people like you.
• But you can be honest, forthcoming, and interesting.

• You can ditch the corporatespeak and be a human.

• Which is all your customers ever really wanted.



EMPLOY A SPECIFIC ENGAGEMENT
STRATEGY FOR EACH DEFINED GROUP.

Don’t try to turn your darkest enemy into your biggest fan…that’s a waste of

effort. Set your sights on nudging everyone gently in a chosen direction.

The goal over time is to “bump” people up from one category to another: to

calm boiling FIENDS into smoldering FOES, to convert ACQUAINTANCES

into cautious FRIENDS, and so on.

Not everyone will convert. But in the aggregate, this targeted community

engagement will lead to real, measurable progress.

YOUR FANATICS
YOUR FRIENDS
YOUR ACQUAINTANCES
YOUR FOES
YOUR FIENDS



GROUP 1: YOUR FANATICS

Fanatics tell your story for you. They don’t just love you;

they want to tell the world about you.

Fanatics are like employees you don’t have to pay—

they actively advocate for your brand and spread your news.

They’re more precious than gold.

They tend to be very few, but can be incredibly vocal.

Whatever you do, don’t let them get away.

From 15 minutes ago:

: ) : / >:(: *: D



GOT FANATICS? EMPOWER THEM.

Welcome them individually.
Being contacted by the brand they love will be a big

hit…it’ll validate their interest and secure their loyalty

over the long haul.

Give them goodies nobody else has.
Help make your friends more powerful with original

content, executive interviews…whatever you can do.

Treat them like family.



GROUP 2: YOUR FRIENDS

Friends exhibit a generally positive attitude toward your

brand. They’re in like with you.

Even mildly positive preferences and attitudes can be dependably

persistent. If you prefer Pepsi to Coke,

you’ve probably done so for years.

They’re less vocal than Fanatics, but more plentiful.

These are the folks who merely vote for a candidate, not the ones who

volunteer to work on a campaign.

.

From 15 minutes ago:

: ) : / >:(: *: D



GOT FRIENDS? REWARD THEM.

Retweet the positive.
Not only do you move the conversation your way, but

you give a boost to the friend who gave you props.

Acknowledge and thank them.
A little bit of personal attention goes a long way toward

shedding your unattractive corporate skin.

Show them that you like them, too.



GROUP 3: ACQUAINTANCES

Acquaintances are aware of your brand, but don’t show

much of an inclination pro or con.

Awareness is good, and the lack of obvious predisposition often does

reveal a truly neutral attitude…if they hated you, they’d say so.

They might be looking for a thought leader.

Consciously or unconsciously, acquaintances might at least be open

to guidance—and trying to “figure out” your brand.

From 15 minutes ago:

: ) : / >:(: *: D



GOT ACQUAINTANCES? BEFRIEND THEM.

Share what you know and like.
Give the undecided crowd little positive tidbits,

to help move the subconscious needle.

Helpfully dispel misinformation.
When you encounter damaging misinformation,

repair, reply, and repost.

Catch it quickly, before it spreads.

Build trust by being a good neighbor.



GROUP 4: YOUR FOES

Foes aren’t out to get you…they’re just voicing a generally

negative impression of your brand.

Maybe they just prefer the competition. Or they heard something

negative that amused them, and they’re passing it along. Or they had

a mildly bad experience they feel like sharing.

Or they might just be feeling a little crabby today.

Sometimes it’s a negative comment that has nothing to do with your

brand but mentions it. And you’re just along for the bumpy ride.

From 15 minutes ago:

: ) : / >:(: *: D



GOT FOES? BATTLE THEM.

Beg to differ.
If your experience is more positive, share it. Don’t tell

them they’re wrong…share an alternate experience.

Neutralize the negative.

Pairing every casually negative comment with a

casually positive response neutralizes the charge…

and conveys a general impression of balance.

Make negativity feel like the exception.



GROUP 5: YOUR FIENDS

Fiends actively want to spread a negative vibe about your

brand. They can inflict a lot of damage.

They may hate what they think you stand for.

They may feel wronged and see this as a path to revenge.

They may be misguided, or they may have a legitimate beef.

They are few, but they are powerful. Negative is fun!

Left unchecked, they can intimidate and silence your fanatics.

They can coax passive foes into becoming active fiends.

They can convert the undecided over to the dark side.

From 15 minutes ago:

: ) : / >:(: *: D



GOT FIENDS? ENGAGE THEM.

Put out the fire if you can.
If someone simply feels wronged by the brand,

they can occasionally be satisfied—and hence

disarmed—with an apology or a gift certificate.

Be the voice of reason…within reason.
You may not win…some hatred is deep-seated.

Or self-serving. But be open and reasonable and

you can at least marginalize your enemies.

Don’t be afraid.



And now you have…

An active role in
your community
…and a voice in
all the most
important
conversations
going on
about your
brand.

But you’re not
done yet…



COMPARE YOUR
PRE- AND POST-
INTERVENTION
CONVERSATIONS,
AND EVALUATE
YOUR IMPACT.
THEN ADJUST YOUR
CONVERSATION
GOING FORWARD.

Time to be very scientific…

STEP 4: MEASURE
AND MAINTAIN.



Before engagement

FIENDS NEUTRAL FRIENDS FANATICS

But remember the force multiplier. Move the most influential 20%

one step to the right, and this effect can be magnified dramatically.

“RED-SHIFTING” THE CONVERSATION

After engagement

FOES

Move just 20% of people one step to the right, and the aggregate

impact is big, particularly at the vocal ends of the scale.



Continue to monitor YOUR global conversation.
• Now that you’ve activated your brand’s early warning system, keep it active

and you’ll be the first to hear bad news (“They hate the new upgrade!”) and
promising surprises (“They love us in Japan!”). Don’t think of this as a finite
campaign—it’s a continuous engagement!

Build your status within your community.
• Be a force for good: Dispense information and assets, dispel rumors and

innuendoes, tease new products, unlock hidden features. Give strangers
reasons to love your brand. Help keep things positive.

Intervene wisely, when necessary.
• Being a part of your brand’s conversation won’t fix everything…but you’ll

know WHO is causing you pain, and why, and how influential they are. Which
will position you to do something smart about it.

NEXT STEPS…



Our approvals time is 16 days…we can’t even THINK
about responding to online naysayers in realtime.

Our expensive lawyers/industry regulators would
NEVER let us address customers directly.

There’s nothing like this in the budget.

My boss’s boss won’t want to risk the brand damage.

We don’t have anybody who can do this.

“How on Earth can WE do this?”



Conversation management is an editorial problem,
and requires an editorial solution.

A single intern following relevant Twitterers can
build you a following in a couple of weeks.

A dedicated editor who knows your industry, trained
to specific protocols, can manage your brand’s
global, distributed conversation singlehandedly.
Which is a great start.

You can do this.

DON’T GET OVERWHELMED…JUST BEGIN.

You can figure it out and adjust as you go.



And now you have…

A deep, current
understanding
of the perception
of your brand.
An intimacy with
the amateurs
retelling your
story. An
active and
growing role
in brand
guidance.



EVERY BRAND TELLS A STORY.

And social media is the world evaluating,
modifying, and propagating that story.

It’s the audience whispering to each other during
YOUR play. (Or, sometimes, taking over the stage.)

Now that it’s possible for you
—and your competitors—

to immerse yourself in those realtime conversations…

…you can’t afford not to.




